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Other Pregnancy
Wearables for Men:

Figure 1: "Mommy Tummy" from
Kosaka Laboratory
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Abstract
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In this paper, we describe a case study of Fibo – a
pregnancy wearable for men (and non-pregnant
partners) which allows a partner to feel the movements
of their unborn child via a wearable jewellery device.
Fibo, in its current state, is a jewellery device housing
four pearls which are attached to a servo motor
simulating a fetus’ movement. We explore other
pregnancy devices in related works. The insights gained
from early prototyping with Fibo demonstrate a need to
design for meaningfulness and we present this as a
future work – the need to enable meaningful
experiences through thoughtful device design.
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Figure 2: MammiBelli from SIAT
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Meaningful jewellery has long been a part of cultural
and personal interactions. Jewellery shapes how we
relate to each other and how we share memories and
experiences, as explored extensively by Ahde-Deal [3].
Sometimes jewellery can ignite a conversation, as with
many of the pieces in Ahde-Deal’s study on heirloom
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jewellery, and it can also be “intimate and purposeful”
as described by Wright [22].
Wearables, on the other hand, are often technology
focused, small computers we wear to notify us of digital
happenings [20]. According to one current source,
Vandrico’s wearables database [19], there are 448
wearable devices currently available on the market, and
“watch and wristband shipments will reach a combined
total of 100 million shipments in 2016” [8].
Many recent explorations into the combination of
technology and jewellery have provided insights into
everything from handicraft and material properties [16]
to future sustainability questions [17], to aspects of
experience and embodiment [12]. Because both
wearables and jewellery are worn on the body, they are
especially prone to examination about how people
interact with the pieces [5, 16, 20, 22], including how
the pieces contribute to a person’s identity, and what
the bodily engagement [12] consists of.
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Introducing Fibo and designing for
meaningfulness
Fibo was a student project developed in a “Wearable
Technologies” course in a jewellery design program.
Fibo is a pregnancy wearable for non-pregnant
partners, allowing them to feel the movements of a
fetus. Fibo is explained in detail later in this work.
Through our work with Fibo, and as a reflection of the
increasing number of wearables and devices being
introduced to market, we have become increasingly
focused on why a device is being introduced. Beyond
producing metrics about, for example, the number of
steps we take, or how much water we drink, what is
the experience we gain from using these devices; what
do these devices enable us to do? We introduce this as
designing for meaningfulness which will be researched
in future works, and is introduced here as a result of
our experiences with, and insight gained from, working
with Fibo.

With the flood of new devices, and increasingly, wrist
worn, screen-based devices [20], we would like to
explore tactile interactions which trigger emotional
responses, and facilitate the “dialogical approach” as
described by Wright [22], where the design or
production of a thing is “never finalized since the
experience of it is always completed in dialog”.

In this case study of designing for meaningfulness, we
analyze Fibo which a) aims to be a wrist-worn wearable
jewellery device – combining jewellery and technology
in an elegant, functional way while providing an implicit
use scenario, and b) hopes to spark a discussion about
how we can design for meaningfulness both in terms of
interaction between user and device, and between
people.

Furthermore, one of our ambitions is to allow for nearly
implicit use of the device, as defined by Kranz et al.
[11]: “Implicit use, in contrast, means the user
concentrates on his or her prime goal or targeted
activity; tool use is intended, the user isn’t actually
aware of the interaction with the computer system”.

Fibo, as a work in progress, explores the semiuncharted territory of pregnancy devices for partners,
linking the partner to a fetus. As Jung et al. [6] explain:
“The meaning of an object can only be ascertained by
linking it with something of value, and something of
value can gain meaning by being linked to something
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Prototyping Fibo:
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else of value. What really makes the difference is the
nature of the linkage”. In this work, we explore three
linkages which we’ve derived from our experiences with
Fibo: identity, enabling stories, and designing for
subtlety [13].
As interaction designers, we can design linkages which
allow for meaningfulness as per Jung et al [6]. In Fibo,
these linkages can be seen as qualities such as:

Figure 3: The first 3D Print
with servo motor and pearls.

1.

Identity – the partner who is viscerally [18]
experiencing the movements of a fetus;

2.

Enabling stories – the daily stories between
mother and partner and those stories to
friends, and family throughout and after the
pregnancy; (again, the dialogical approach as
per Wright [22]);

3.

Figure 4: Materials selection
process for the bracelet.

Designing for subtlety [13] the creation of a
non-glanceable device, and instead one which
enables tactile, passive, and surprise
interaction [16].
Given time, we expect to find more - however we begin
with these three as important aspects.

Related Works

Figure 5: Render of final
prototype with pearls
mounted inside the bracelet.

When discussing digital jewellery [22], the focus is
often on the relationship of the jewellery to the body
and extending from that, aspects of emotional bonds,
memories or heirlooms [3]. Wright, Wallace and
McCarthy explain that their goal is to make objects that
have a meaningful place in people’s lives. They believe
that jewellery instead of wearable is an important
context to make things which have an aesthetic context
[22].
MammiBelli [7] is a wearable device for pregnant
women which monitors kicks and displays these

movements on a LCD display. [Figure 2]. Nuwa is a
system for both mothers and their partners to share
the pregnancy experience [24] via a mobile phone app
and a fitness tracker. Smart Maternity Clothes [9] uses
an LED ring, located under the mother’s shirt, but
visible through the shirt, to demonstrate the movement
of the baby and provide movement data.
MommyTummy is a pregnancy experience system
simulating fetal movement [10] using a variety of
sensors and actuators in a wearable jacket. [Figure 1]
Two projects exist for the sake of advertising or
exploration, and these are the “3 Pregnant Dads” who
each wore a 15kg pregnancy suit to emulate the last
stages of pregnancy for one month [1]. And in the
advertising campaign for Huggies, a set of pregnancy
belts were created, one worn by the mother and one by
the partner, feeling the baby’s movements [2]. While
these examples explore ways of monitoring pregnancy,
only the “3 Pregnant Dads” and Huggies examples
begin to touch upon exploring embodied experience for
the partner, which is what we are interested in with
Fibo. A related product is BloomLife [15], a patch for
expectant mothers to wear to monitor the kicks or
movements the fetus has. Fibo, not yet finalized, is
based upon the sensor data which would come from a
device such as BloomLife.

Fibo: Concept
Fibo is a pregnancy wearable for partners of expectant
mothers. Based on receiving real-time data from a
sensor detecting fetal movements (such as in the
product BloomLife), Fibo is a way for the partner to
experience and relate to, the baby’s movements as
they happen. Fibo has been designed as a rental
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The final prototypes:

Figure 6: The final prototype.

Figure 7: Close up of Fibo
on wrist.

Figure 8: Early prototype for
feeling movement of the
metal balls against the wrist.

device, being rented for use during the third trimester
of a pregnancy.
A band containing four small pearls of different sizes
[Figure 5] is worn on the wrist, and when the baby
kicks, pushes, or has hiccups, the partner can feel
these movements as presses, hits, or prodding against
the skin. In this way, the partner and mother of the
child can share the physical experience of the baby’s
movements from a distance (while the partner is at
work) and can establish a deeper emotional bond from
the shared experience. The aesthetic choices of the
jewellery designers is an interesting discussion,
however, due to the size limit of this work, it will not be
introduced now and may be presented in future works.
Fibo explores the tactile feedback possibilities of a
device: instead of using lights or sound as indicators,
the team focused their efforts on a design for
communicating this intimate moment in a visceral,
tangible way [18]. This tangible experience recalls both
bodily engagement [12] where the body acts or is
acted upon and “adds a dimension of surprise, ‘secrecy’
and ambiguity” due to the lack of visual feedback on
the wrist band [16].
The students conducted user studies using early
mockups, and interviewed 10 pregnant or recently
pregnant couples. The outcome of these interviews was
that the mothers wanted to share the moments, and
the partners were happy to be more involved, and did
were excited to wear the jewellery object. They could
try out the physical sensation via an early prototype.
[Figure 8]. The first prototype for Fibo began as a cloth
bracelet wrapped around the electronic building blocks
containing a haptic vibration motor and was quickly
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developed using 3D printing [Figure 3] and metal
casting for the final prototype which consists of a
leather band, titanium casing, and miniature servo
motor turning four metal balls. [Figures 4, 5, 8].

Future Work
Fibo will embark on an extensive user evaluation as its
next activity, examining interaction and experience as
well as hardware choices and regulatory considerations
and how to best communicate with a mother device
such as BloomLife. Other “mother” products are also
being researched as possibilities.
Fibo still has a long way to go before becoming an
actual product on the market, including considerations
of the medical and ethical implications of the device,
however, the process of creating and analyzing Fibo
has led to many important discussions around the
design for meaningfulness and will hopefully act as a
starting point for debate and further exploration around
this subject.

Conclusion
Fibo is a work-in-progress, a functional hardware
prototype which demonstrates how a pregnancy
wearable for partners could be a piece of digital
jewellery. Fibo uses hypothetical data from a ‘mother
device’ to emulate a fetus’ movement in real time via
pearls built into a wrist worn device. This work-inprogress serves to both illustrate the possibilities of
digital jewellery and asks: how do we design for
meaningfulness? How do we ensure that the new
device we are creating goes beyond tracking us and
instead, focuses on adding value into our lives and our
relationships with our devices, and most importantly,
with others?
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